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o Weekly Summary 

This was quite a busy week for the team. Along with completing our Project Plan and an 

initial iteration of the website, we held our first meeting with our faculty advisor. Doug 

is excited to be apart of the project and, with our Project Plan behind us, we can start 

thinking more about tangible design decisions. 

 

o Past Week Accomplishments 

❖ Completed Project Plan 

❖ Met with faculty advisor (Doug Jacobsen) 

❖ Completed website prototype (with section placeholders) 

 

  



o Individual contributions 

NAME Individual Contributions Hours this 
week 

HOURS 
cumulative 

Andrew 
Dailey 

Completed first draft of Project Plan. 
Personally: wrote sections for Deliverables and 

Conclusion. Created drawings of our current 
goal timelines. Worked with Jacob to get 

website prototype online. 

5 14 

Juan 
Venegas  

Met with faculty advisor and worked on 
function and non functional requirements for 

the project plan 

1 9.5 

Matt Koenig Contributed to project plan document. 
Reviewed sections written by others.  Attended 

meeting with faculty advisor.  Assisted with 
class diagrams. 

2 9.5 

ChiaJun Tai Worked on project plant. Sketched and drafted 
our class diagrams. Discussed both functional 

and nonfunctional requirements to fulfill 
clients’ needs 

5 10.5 

Jacob 
Stimes 

Developed project plan with team - challenges, 
block diagram. Set up website structure with 
Andrew. Advisor meeting & Weekly report 

3 9.5 

Jacob 
Anhorn 

Weekly report.  Met with group about project 
plan.  Reviewed and worked on project plan. 

Met with our faculty advisor.  

1 7 

 

o Comments and extended discussion 

❖ Andrew: As we develop more specific project flows (such as use cases), it is likely 

that we will arrive at new requirements to add the Project Plan, both functional 

and non-functional. 

 

o Plan for Coming Week 

❖ Meet with Julie’s team 

❖ Start Working Design Document 

❖ Analyze and gather information from documents in their team’s CyBox 

❖ Add content and member biographies to website 

 

 



 

o Summary of Advisor Meetings 

❖ Doug Jacobsen: Met for the first time in Nuclear Engineering. He and our team 

share a mutual excitement for this project and its material. Though his 

experience is mostly in C, he offered his assistance in any matters related to 

higher-level design. Our meetings with Doug are currently planned to occur once 

a month, give or take. 


